Subject: Consideration of Prime Minister's Research Fellowship (PMRF) Scheme for Ph.D. Programme under FA category.

The Competent Authority of the Institute has approved the following.

[a] PMRF students will pay the Group I (non-sponsored / concessional tuition fee: Rs. 2500/-) as applicable to the FA category students.
[b] TA duties will be mandatory for the PMRF students.
[c] In case, a PMRF fellow is funded by the Industry, s/he will be required to change the category to Sponsored Category, (SW-PMRF).
[d] This is applicable w.e.f. Spring Semester 2019-20 to all the NEW ENTRANTS and ON-ROLL students of PMRF.

All HoDs/Conveners of Academic Units are requested to bring it to the notice of all ON-ROLL PMRF students.

Further, all HoDs/Conveners of Academic Units are requested,

1. To allot TA duties to all PMRF student (NEW ENTRANTS and ON-ROLL students).
2. To instruct ON-ROLL students to submit the application (alongwith the original receipt of fees paid) for refund of extra fees (Rs. 22,500) paid and forward the same to Academic office for further processing.

Actg. Deputy Registrar (Academic)

To
All Heads/Conveners
Departments Schools/Centre/ID Groups

Cc to:
1. Dean (AP)
2. Dean (SA)
3. Dy. Registrar (F&A)
4. In charge Cash Section
5. The Concerned Academic Staff
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